
Kevin Durant and Degree Team Up to Support
Kids in the Game

Thanks to the Kevin Durant Charity

Foundation and Degree, Kids in the Game

will launch two new programs to help

kids stay involved in sports post COVID-

19.

NEW YORK CITY, NY, USA, June 29, 2020

/EINPresswire.com/ -- The Kevin Durant

Charity Foundation and Degree have

teamed up to donate $1 million to 10

youth development organizations

across the country. The funds are to

support the organization's ability to

continue providing activities to keep kids active, moving and involved in positive sport programs.

Kids in the Game’s non-profit arm, The Kids in the Game Foundation, was a selected recipient of

a portion of the funds, along with 2 other New York City based organizations. 

“The generosity of The Kevin Durant Charity Foundation and Degree has been the bright spot for

Kids in the Game over the past few months. As a New York City rooted organization, we have

seen firsthand how this pandemic has directly impacted our kids and our families. Our focus

over the past few months has been on our path forward, returning to the gym, field, and court

so our kids can continue to develop through sport. This support not only makes that possible,

but will allow us to come back stronger than ever.” -Tatum Boehnke, Director of Community and

Impact, Kids in the Game

Low income families and neighborhoods have been hit the hardest by COVID-19 and the

financial strain caused by the global pandemic is likely to continue well beyond the return to

‘normalcy’. The Kids in the Game Foundation has had a robust scholarship program for the past

4 years providing over $200,000 worth of financial aid to families needing program cost

assistance. With the additional funding now available from the Durant/Degree donation, The

Kids in the Game Foundation will be expanding their scholarship program offerings with two

new initiatives.

The first will be the launch of “The Real MVP Fund” which will focus on providing assistance to

http://www.einpresswire.com
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single mothers and their families in New York City.  Kids in the Game does not believe that a

single parent should have to choose between providing basic necessities for their children and

providing opportunities for sport and enrichment activities. This fund will eliminate that choice

by providing funds to support their child’s participation in after-school, sport and summer

programs. Additional resources such as nutrition and financial literacy will also be made

available to “The Real MVP Fund” awardees. 

The second program that will be launched is “The Kids in the Game Foundation Continued

Education Award” fund. For the past 3 years The Foundation has offered academic and life skill

support to their competitive basketball program, KING Hoops. By providing these services, Kids

in the Game recognizes that support should not stop when high school ends. The post high

school education scholarship fund will be established to support graduating student-athletes

that have participated in any Kids in the Game program throughout their elementary or

secondary educations. The award will support college, vocational, and/or trade school further

education opportunities. 

The Kids in the Game Foundation plans to launch these two programs later this summer to

provide immediate positive impact to our families deeply affected by both COVID-19 and

systemic injustices that are long overdue from being addressed. 

About Kids in the Game

Kids in the Game, a certified B Corporation, runs programs in dozens of communities around

New York City for over 20,000 kids. This includes programs such as after-school, esports,

competitive sports teams, and summer camps. Our goal is to help the next generation of leaders

develop healthy habits and an active lifestyle, while promoting personal growth through safe

environments, play, and competition. The Kids in the Game Foundation was established in 2017

as a 501(c)3 in order to bridge the opportunity gap in affordable program offerings in New York

City.
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